Prediction of acid radical ion binding residues by K-nearest neighbors classifier.
Proteins perform their functions by interacting with acid radical ions. Recently, it was a challenging work to precisely predict the binding residues of acid radical ion ligands in the research field of molecular drug design. In this study, we proposed an improved method to predict the acid radical ion binding residues by using K-nearest Neighbors classifier. Meanwhile, we constructed datasets of four acid radical ion ligand (NO2-, CO32-, SO42-, PO43-) binding residues from BioLip database. Then, based on the optimal window length for each acid radical ion ligand, we refined composition information and position conservative information and extracted them as feature parameters for K-nearest Neighbors classifier. In the results of 5-fold cross-validation, the Matthew's correlation coefficient was higher than 0.45, the values of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity were all higher than 69.2%, and the false positive rate was lower than 30.8%. Further, we also performed an independent test to test the practicability of the proposed method. In the obtained results, the sensitivity was higher than 40.9%, the values of accuracy and specificity were higher than 84.2%, the Matthew's correlation coefficient was higher than 0.116, and the false positive rate was lower than 15.4%. Finally, we identified binding residues of the six metal ion ligands. In the predicted results, the values of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity were all higher than 77.6%, the Matthew's correlation coefficient was higher than 0.6, and the false positive rate was lower than 19.6%. Taken together, the good results of our prediction method added new insights in the prediction of the binding residues of acid radical ion ligands.